A NEW PUBLICATION SERIES IN FOLKLORE

The Folklore Students Association of Indiana University is pleased to announce the establishment of the PREPRINT SERIES, an exciting new concept in folklore publication.

Folklore is an expanding and highly innovative field which requires the rapid dissemination of important ideas and information throughout the community of scholars. Yet we are all aware of the lapse of time between the acceptance of an article and its publication. We have established the PREPRINT SERIES as a service for folklorists to insure that new ideas reach a wide audience as rapidly as possible.

We will publish articles, notes, bibliographies, dissertations, and other significant works submitted to and accepted by the Publications Committee of the Folklore Students Association. Several times during the year we will send to our subscribers a list of our publications which they may purchase for a modest price based upon our cost of publication. Each contributor receives ten free copies of his work and retains the right to publish his article in a journal or other publication of his choosing. When one of our articles is published in a journal or other publication, we will withdraw it from our list.

Our subscription rate is $1.00/year. Make checks payable to Folklore Students Association. Address all inquiries, contributions and subscriptions to: Publications Committee, Folklore Students Association, 504 North Fess Street, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.


Join us and keep abreast of the latest developments in folklore. We look forward to your comments and contributions.

H. Michael Simmons
Director of Publications